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It has been an honour to edit this year’s anthology. NEW Writers’ 

Group has provided me and others with multiple opportunities to grow 

as writers. If I was not a part of NEW Writers’ Group, I would not have 

found the courage to move forward with my writing dreams. I have 

forged friendships, discovered mentors, laughed and cried. At each 

gathering I feel privileged to be a part of someone’s creative dream.  

I present NEW Writers’ Group Incorporated Anthology, 2016 with 

great pleasure.  

Enjoy.   

Julieann Wrightson  

Editor 
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EVA PUTS ON LIPSTICK 
Norm Fairbairn 
 
Eva puts on lipstick 

below the tumult 

in a boudoir of raw concrete 

and air conditioning drone. 
 

Straightens the black cotton dress 

his favorite 

ironically suitable 

for a black wedding day. 
 

Eva puts on lipstick 

below the killing fields 

in a world of stale air 

and doomed children laughing. 
 

She double-checks  

her stocking seams, 

he likes perfection 

and subservient femininity. 
 

Eva puts on lipstick 

thick and fire red  

all ironically suitable 

for where she's headed.                    
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AN UNFORTUNATE INCIDENT 

Helen Dalrymple 
 

The young boy struggled to his feet rubbing his aching body. So many 

kicks he had suffered, all the dimes he had saved were gone. He had 

no money left to buy his beloved mum an Easter egg. A treat for her, 

she had suffered at his father’s hand, often bruised and sad. Now the 

father had left; they felt free at last.  
 

Adrian, for that was his name, cried a little, and then walked into a 

nearby shopping center. Inside the front door he saw tiny Easter eggs 

in a basket on a stand. Surely they wouldn’t miss one. He grabbed an 

egg and heard a bell ring out, signaling a theft had been discovered. 

Adrian ran into the crowded street. 
 

In a different part of the store another boy had put on an expensive 

sweater and covered it with a worn jacket. He too ran out into the 

street at the sound of the bell, trying to become one of the crowd. The 

cameras caught an image of the culprit. 
 

A store detective drew his gun, hoping to scare the young thief. He saw 

a boy running through the people milling about the streets and chased 

after him, but slipped and fell. The gun discharged. 
 

The bullet entered Adrian’s heart. A small chocolate egg rolled into the 

gutter. Sam, the store detective, suddenly realised he’d probably been 

chasing the wrong boy. 
 

Holding back tears, he carried the boy back into the store, thinking his 

life could be saved. He passed the basket on a stand, full of tiny Easter 

eggs. The assistant was placing a small card above the eggs, it had 
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been upturned by children. Message on it was as follows: “Free, please 

take one.” 
 

Somewhere else in the city a youth was delighted with his new sweater 

which he had stolen. He knew nothing of the terrible accident that had 

occurred. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

BEAGLE: Terry Dingwall 
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MUM 
Terry Dingwall 
 

Amid the mists of dreaming I sat up in the night 

Watching stars a-gleaming, emitting ghostly light 

I hear the house floor creaking, somewhere over there 

My mother isn’t sleeping, she’s knitting in her chair 
 

The softer beams of moonlight, shine softly on her face 

Lighting line and wrinkle fine, that show a life of grace 

The lips that softly kissed me, whenever I was sad 

The loving arms that held me, in good times and in bad 

I used to see her taller, strong and solid as the sky 

As we all see our Mothers, when we are young and spry 

But time flows by too quickly, a river of un-shed tears 

As we grow taller quietly, we lose our childhood fears 

 

My Mum is gone before me, she left some years ago 

But her photo smiles back at me, amid the moonlight’s glow 

I’m taller now than she was, even in her prime 

But I will always look up, to my heroine sublime 
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213 CORNELIA ROAD 
Julieann Wrightson 
 
‘You’re home early?’ I called from the kitchen, hearing the front door 

close and footsteps thump along the floorboards. I turned from the 

half packed box and peered into the darkening hall.    

‘Scott?  Jack?’ I called, searching the empty silence.  

Ice danced along my spine when the sliding door lightly rattled. 

Something was not right here. I was not alone and I did not like it. 

Thank God we were moving in the morning. 

Shaking off the chill, I hesitated then went in search of the mysterious 

hallway walker, stopping outside Jack’s bedroom door. 

‘Jack? Scott? Is that you?’ I said, placing my ear on the wooden 

paneling listening for any signs of life. I don't have time for these stupid 

games I thought, flinging open the door, half expecting one of them to 

jump out shouting ‘BOO.’ 

‘Come on, stop playing games. We’ve got to finish packing.’  

Leaning into the shadowed wardrobe I felt something cool and liquid 

lightly brush my arm. I jumped back startled, and my feet tangled in 

the rumpled sheets strewn across the floor. I fell back onto the 

unmade bed laughing. In my peripheral I saw a flash of colour duck out 

the doorway. ‘You’re in so much trouble you two!’ I called, chasing it 

into the empty hallway. 

A quiet click had me tippy-toeing to the end of the hall. I stopped at 

the closed door, hesitating. My senses were telling me something was 

off and I sure as hell did not want to go in there. Mustering my 

courage, I wrapped my trembling hand around the worn brass handle. 
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A polar draft feathered around my feet and I swore I felt the door 

heave and retract like it was taking a deep ominous breath. I let go. 

Stepping back I no longer wanted to look inside so I returned to the 

kitchen, shaken. I began wrapping fragile glassware in newspaper 

trying to settle my racing pulse and hoping the packing was enough not 

to stir my imagination any further.  

You stupid idiot! You need to lay off the coffee for a while, I thought as 

I packed newspaper-wrapped valuables into the open box. I wanted to 

get as far from this horrible house as I possibly could and I was going to 

kill them when I finally got my hands on them. Leaving me alone like 

this and taking this much time to bring back some lunch. Ghostly 

footsteps trod into the kitchen then stopped just behind me. I froze, 

my heart skipping. Viscid fingers lightly swept my hair and tainted 

breath skimmed the back of my neck. I dropped the glass I was 

holding, oblivious to the shattered shards that cut my shins, and 

screamed.  

The boys found me in the sunny back yard huddled with the dogs. 

‘That was a really shitty thing you did.’ I looked up frightened and 

angry. ‘You scared the crap out of me.’ 

‘What are you talking about? We just got home,’ Scott replied, 

confused. 

‘Scaring me like you did. I don't know where you were hiding or how 

you did it, but don't ever do it again.’ Glaring at their perplexed faces, I 

stormed back to the house to finish packing, relieved that someone 

else was finally home. 
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MAKARA 
J. Anne DeStaic 
 
A dry sky this time. In the day, blue  

and bright. At night, 

more stars than I am  

used to  
 

and Wellington harbour flat, looking  

cold in green and grey. Not much chop  

but worse in the strait  

of course. 
 

We watch the night ferries glide in grace  

and full of light along the line  

of motorway each time we  

are called in  
 

the late dash, running dark  

to the hospital where breath is  

scarce and metered out 

by machinery.   
  

The weather a topic of conversation always in this city:   

We heard she died, but they are saying 

there will be good weather  

next week,  

 

fine for the funeral. Lucky eh? With all the old  

people wanting to come. And the kids from Sydney 

and they won’t be used   

to it,  
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to driving water shearing through the sky, knocking  

over hills. Nor the effort of walking against  

the wind and always mud  

underfoot. 
 

Not used to the weight of my old mother in her coffin, nor  

the murmuring rosary beads the night before  

and the long drive in  

a black car  
 

out to Makara where the trees are grown  

tall now to make a good wind  

break, better than  

when we buried our  

father,  
 

ages ago. 
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A DANDELION WISH 
Belinda Curby 
 
I see the magic in her smile 

As she cradles the fluffy white moon 

Magically in her hands 

Closing her eyes she makes a wish 

As she blows the dandelion 

Cooling it like a hot chocolate 
 

She opens her eyes 

As the particles break apart 

Like seconds drifting in the wind 

Hushed like a silenced firework 

Sparkling in the sky 

Like the feathers of an old pillow 

Whispering softly in the breeze 

The seconds of an old clock 

Falling peacefully tick by tick 

Breaking down like magic dust 

Floating towards the earth 
 

Like a constellation of stars 

Blown apart by the warm breath 

Between her lips 

As the star dust circulates the sky 

She loved the dandelion 

It was like a magic friend 

Granting her wishes 

With the soft kiss of her breath 
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MY ARMCHAIR 
Mihaela Cristescu 
 
Every armchair 

was telling a story about hands 

working 

on locutions 

above the floor. 
 

This one 

is asking my fingers 

not to fall. 
 

It says: 

‘We define potential 

as a difference. 

Do not drop. 

It is not absolute.’ 
 

Perfectly right: 

not fall. 

Only a matter  

of perspective. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PASAREA MAIASTRA: Luminita Serbanescu 
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A LIBRARY YARN 
C. A. Broadribb  

 
A short story written without using the letter ‘e’. 

 

It’s calm and still in Burwood Library, but it’s raining hard and furiously 

out. I wait, and finally a door whirrs...  It’s my old pa, damp but smiling. 

‘Hi darl,’ Dad says, taking his coat off and sitting down in his usual spot.  

His Akubra hat stays on, dripping slightly. 

‘I thought you’d turn up. How’s your writing going?’ I ask. 

‘I’m planning a story for that Library Day comp you run.’ 

‘Oh, that’s not my – that’s Council’s. It’s to build community spirit.’ 

‘Spirit? I want Smirnoff. Might aid my imagination.’ 

I laugh, and carry on filing. No sign of my assistant. Such a lazy girl.  

Probably smoking in a loo out back until I finish. 

An hour slips by. I look at Dad staring at his blank pad and fiddling with 

his biro. 

‘It’s not that hard,’ I say. ‘It’s only a mini-story. To fit on an A4.’ 

‘Can’t think of anything. I want inspiration. Burwood’s so dull.  Can’t 

just go on about wind, rain and this library.’ 

‘Try writing about wizards or dragons or ghosts. You know, action and 

drama.’ 

‘How’s a fascinating story with a strong plot going to fit on only – ‘ 

‘Or try symbolism.’ 

‘What symbolising what?’ 

I think about Dad habitually sitting in that chair, with his lucky hat on, 

holding his fancy gold biro, saying ‘I’m an author’ to anybody who 

walks past. What’s to show for it all? So far, only birthday cards and 

shopping lists. 

I try again.  ‘How about a profound topic.’ 
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Dad slowly scrawls on his pad. ‘’It’s cold.  I’m hungry. I forgot to buy 

Dulcolax.’’  Throws down his biro. ‘It’s no good. I’m not a profound 

man.’ 

I start sorting through a stack of books. Still no sign of my stupid 

assistant. 

‘Try writing about goings-on at Tranquillity Park,’ I say. 

‘I had toast this morning. I play Bingo most days. I’m hassling staff to 

fill in cracks in my footpath. Would that story win, do you think?’ 

I look around. ‘Anybody might spin you a yarn. What about that odd-

looking guy browsing Adult Fiction? Talk to him, find out his job. I’m 

thinking cop or guard or PI.’ 

‘I know him. John’s an accountant.’ 

I frown. ‘You can find a story topic if you try.’ 

Half an hour crawls by without us talking. Finally, Dad sighs. ‘My mind’s 

as blank as John’s social diary.’ 

I look at my watch.  ‘I’m closing up soon. Try again tomorrow.’ 

Dad stands up and shrugs into his coat, but on his way out stops to 

throw his biro and pad in a bin. ‘Stuff that Library Day thing. Stuff 

writing. I’m taking up lawn bowls.’ 

I’m sad, thinking about Dad’s failing ambition. But soon, I think of a 

story I could submit for him. I pick up a ballpoint and start writing: ‘It’s 

calm and still in Burwood Library, but it’s raining hard and furiously 

out.  I wait, and finally a door whirrs...’ 
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WRITING FOR GROWN-UPS 
SE Crawford 
 

I’m painting my life out of the little red cupboard in my bedroom. No 

height for adults’ clothes, just right for children. The colours I start with 

are tinges in grayscale - Mr Pickwick anecdotes – and the orange 

cordial colour of stentorian – a voice of some bloke in Blyton. 

 I used to like the word stentorian. I still like the bit when the cockatoo 

fell off a high wall and didn’t die cos he could fly. A key revelation in 

mistaken fear. My fears aren’t mistaken. Hidden at the bottom of the 

cupboard in collected comics, voiced over by the imagined fairy in the 

apple tree outside my window. My nearly blind grandmother asks: Do 

your parents believe in this story! Sure I say, although I know they 

know fairies don’t exist and she knows too, so why ask me? 

 My aunt, much loved, holds a keen conversation with the fairy at dusk 

– probably a good time for it – and we both enjoy the subterfuge. No 

other adult in my family would go that far.  We are wrecks my aunt 

and I, but I don’t quite recognise this until she’s gone for good with a 

tarnished reputation. Once kindly, later querulous, so often criticised 

instead of praised. Me, I got myself into enough trouble early enough 

to dodge the praise. Now, getting older and no wiser, I reach inside 

that red cupboard and give the comics at the bottom a good shake to 

see if something Shakespearian can fall out of them. When it isn’t quite 

enough, my old pin-up Puccini comes back to the rescue and a new 

friend, Shostakovich, rolls out the drum. 
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BELLS 
Peter Cartwright 
 

Three bells in midlife 

ring, the past, the present, the future, 

and three confront me: 

to go back, to persist, or to vary 

the rocky road I ride. 
 

Three bells toll a warning 

in the mist that obscures the way 

and two natures fight to decide: 

to avoid or to confront, 

to be or to be undone. 
 

Two bells thud dully 

in the fog below the sun, 

beckoning onwards or aft 

but turning about I lose 

the sense of forward and behind. 
 

The two bells go silent 

leaving the emptiness of intellect 

and the whispering of wisdom. 

Now I listen for the bells 

that ring inside my head. 

 

Three bells have become  

two, and finally just one 

signalling the inevitable 

lonely path to take. 
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IT WAS RELATIVELY QUIET IN SYRIA SATURDAY 
Danny Draper 
 
"Surprise and hope in Syria on Day 1 of cease-fire by Elizabeth Palmer CBS 
News" Feb 27, 2016 7:32 PM EST  © 2016 CBS Interactive Inc. All Rights 
Reserved. http://www.cbsnews.com/news/surprise-and-hope-in-syria-on-day-
1-of-cease-fire/ 

 

Ruins remained silent as ancient relics  

Bomb crater puddles muddied their bones  

Refugee camps hummed with doubt 

The Basher sipped tea  

And the bear stood about, 

I.cyst retracted licking hateful lesions 

Cities breathed as lungs collapsed 

Could it be... no one dared...  
 

Deconstructed civility laid bare 

Religion, sectarianism and ethnicity 

Clenched weapons, watched and prayed 

One hundred groups signed  

I.cyst was abscised, 

Sporadic mortars and gun fire through the day 

Fragile cease fire. 

  

Dogs barked and dourly people scavenged, 

Five years of futility a people forced to roam 

Seeking refuge, or stay and likely die, 

Cease fire calls them home. 

Calls them home 

To broken cities, towns and shells 

To rebuild life and one day trust 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/surprise-and-hope-in-syria-on-day-1-of-cease-fire/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/surprise-and-hope-in-syria-on-day-1-of-cease-fire/
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That war expunged with swift hot lust, 

To sip the coffee and markets roam 

Without terror in babies’ eyes 

Perhaps will last this thin cease fire.  

 

 

 

Photograph: Sue Chamoun 
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MARRAI’GANG WAS LATE 
Danny Draper 
 
Weetjellan has burst 

Gadalung Marrool  

Burran - no river camps. 
 

Marrai'gang he cries 

Bana'marrai'yung  

Lilli Pillys fall. 
 

Burragin courting 

Tugarah Tuli 

Burringoa blooms. 
 

Wiritjiribin 

Tugarah Gunya'marri 

Boo'kerrikin buds. 
 

Ngoonungi days 

Great beauty seen from afar 

Miwa Gawaian 
 

Kai'arrewan gold 

Parra'dowee, called eels swarm 

Fisher women sing.  
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HAIKU 

Pamela N. Gray 

 

MARDI GRAS 

It rose in Hyde Park: 

Pillar decked in pink condom 

For the Mardi Gras. 

 

MARRIAGE EQUALITY 

Unite with respect 

That will hide reproduction 

With erotic love. 

 

DIVORCE DIVIDE 

Cost for certainty 

Contains freedom to be loved 

Til death or divorce. 
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THE GHOST BUS 
C. A. Broadribb 
 
You run towards the bus stop, waving frantically. As the bus pulls in, 

you notice that the route number sign is blank. You look around the 

shelter, but there are no timetables, no maps, nothing to indicate 

which buses stop there or where they go.    

The driver scowls at you. ‘Are you getting on or not?’  

‘Uh, yeah.  I’m going to the station.’ 

‘Which one?’ 

‘The nearest.’ You always drive to work, but your car broke down, so 

you have to catch a train today. 

The driver looks at you oddly. ‘$1.90.’ 

You sit in one of the front seats, next to an elderly lady. She clutches 

her handbag in her lap, looking ahead grimly, and ignores you. You 

glance around at the other passengers. They all look solemn, and sit 

very still. Nobody says anything. It’s eerily quiet. 

The bus turns off down a side street and crosses a bridge over a 

stream. You’ve never been in this area before. There don’t seem to be 

any street signs, and the shop signs are all in some foreign language:  

incomprehensible squiggles. 

‘Where’s the bus going?’ you ask the lady next to you, but she doesn’t 

answer.  

‘Driver, where are we going?’ you call out, but he ignores you too. 

‘Ssshhh,’ other passengers whisper in unison. 

You look around again. Something seems different. Wasn’t that 

teenage boy wearing blue jeans the last time you looked? Now he’s in 

shorts. Weren’t there three African women sitting in the middle? Now 

there are only two. Where is the elderly man with the assistance dog?  

The bus hasn’t stopped to let anyone off, but he’s disappeared too. 
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The bus slows gradually, and you glimpse a sign reading “station”.  

However, a truck parked in front of it pulls away to reveal the rest:  

“trucking weigh station”. The bus speeds up again without stopping. 

The elderly lady beside you makes small movements with her hands, 

almost as if she’s knitting, although she’s holding nothing. Not even 

her handbag. You look around for it, but it’s gone. 

‘Where’s your bag?’ you ask, but she doesn’t reply. 

The bus slows again. This time, you see the blue and white facade of a 

police station ahead. Numerous police cars are parked nearby. The bus 

crawls past, and then speeds away again. It turns down another street 

and slows as it passes a bus station. 

It occurs to you that you didn’t tell the driver it was a TRAIN station 

you were after.   

‘Driver!’ you call out. He doesn’t appear to hear you. You try to call 

again, but your voice is fainter. 

‘Ssshhh,’ everyone whispers. 

You look around, with difficulty, as your neck suddenly feels stiff.  

There are fewer passengers and more empty seats than before.  

What’s going on? 

You notice a railway line, and soon a train station comes into view.  

The sign reads: “East Florina”, which you haven’t heard of before, but 

you’re so keen to get on a train that you don’t care. You push the 

button in front of you, but it doesn’t ring. You jab at it repeatedly, and 

every other button within reach, but none works. Your arm feels heavy 

and you seem to be slowing down. 

You try to stand up, but your legs won’t move. You flail around, almost 

bumping the elderly lady beside you... but she isn’t there anymore.  

Her seat is empty. 

You try to shout, ‘Help!’ but your face and throat has stiffened up.  

Your voice only comes out as a whisper. It sounds like, ‘Ssshhh.’ 
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A MORNING IN LUVERNE                                    
Norm Fairbairn 
 

A high summer day   

and the steam engine growls                                  

morning struggling awake 

somewhere a radio plays the Jump Up Blues. 
 

Like history played backwards 

I walk back whence I came 

in high summer 

three years on. 
 

Just another morning in Luverne 

black boys picking fruit 

they bow at my uniform  

yet I was them just short weeks ago. 
 

For three long years I've dreamt   

of meeting friends along the road today  

in reality, just early mist, a long road familiar, 

the unwritten welcome home song in my head. 
 

A high summer day 

in Luverne and the familiar lawn, 

tree swing, crooked mailbox unrepaired and  

the little square house, smaller than in those dreams. 
 

No voices beyond the door 

morning struggling awake 

I breathe deep at the step, 

this is the real freedom 

and life day one just beyond.  
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 Photograph: Sue Chamoun 
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MORNING TEA WITH MERIT 
Pamela N. Gray 

 

The Faculty Dean arranged for a morning tea with the academic staff 

of the School, to be held in the School staff room, an unusual event; so 

too was the recent English publication of my book which was a revised 

version of my Master's thesis. So I stood the book on the morning tea 

table where the Dean could not fail to see it. He took some furtive 

glances at it but did not take the opportunity to pick it up and browse 

through it, as I would have done if our positions had been reversed.  

This incident amounted to my iconic experience of the glass ceiling. 

Subsequently, after I completed the further work of my doctoral thesis, 

I still was not promoted and the same response was applied. The iconic 

experience was duplicated. I gained extensive experience of the glass 

ceiling at the end of the twentieth century that I can now identify and 

examine.  

 

So what is the glass ceiling? The term was popularised by the Women's 

Movement in the twentieth century; the transparent ceiling blocked 

the promotion of women. With the election of women Prime Ministers 

in Britain, New Zealand and Australia, some women rose above the 

glass ceiling. Above it are the people who have decision making power 

and/or wealth; below are the rest who are subjected to those above.  

Those who are above the glass ceiling must look at those below it 

through thick glass that acts like spectacles that blur vision; they can 

see each other quite clearly, but not what is happening below.  

How is merit judged by those above the glass ceiling to admit people 

below to a space above the glass ceiling? If the person below is 

assessed from above, there can only be a myopic view of the person's 

characteristics.  
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When the Dean came into the staff room, he was stepping below the 

glass ceiling. Perhaps he knew that if he looked at the book, he would 

not grasp it; so he did not take the opportunity. He was not an expert 

in everything but he wanted to preserve the assumption that he was. 

Sometimes people above the glass ceiling fear what is below it; glass 

can be shattered. Inaction is quiet but not imperceptible. It can create 

a veil of secrecy but this does not hide duplicity.  

 

Truth is an essential of merit but truth takes its own time to display 

itself. Sometimes we must sit back, consider and wait. Nothing can 

stop the show of inherent potential; it is enough to have and do 

natural merit. Below the glass ceiling is massive humility and beauty 

that requires nothing. A lyre bird can be seen below the glass ceiling by 

those above; likewise those below can see lyre birds above. The Dean 

was no lyre bird; he was a boring man. 

 

How should merit be assessed? It is inherently relative. A person's 

merit is the accumulation of what the person has done, and, thus, 

what the person can do. A fact-based assessment qualifies as a fair 

assessment. A list can be made of a person's actions and compared to 

the list of actions of others, to arrive at relative merit. Lists of facts 

may require a value to be given for each fact. A calculation can still be 

made where there are different values, comparatively. Mathematical 

assessment is objective and credible. 

 

Where injustice is suffered by failure to fairly evaluate merit, initially a 

sense of powerlessness and failure is felt by the victim. This may be 

compounded by repetition of the injustice. It is only once a sufficient 

distance can be reached that the truth emerges: for a woman, this may 

become the certainty that reproduction and family home management  
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are not given the recognition they should be given, as fundamental to 

human survival, a major contribution of women, deserving 

considerable merit. 

 

Experience as a mother and housekeeper entails a capacity for 24/7 

work, sensitive caring, and management of the complex system of a 

family home; it requires cooking, cleaning, shopping, nursing, teaching, 

budgeting, driving, maintenance, storage organisation, seamstress, 

nutritionist and ethicist. These skills can be transferred to other 

contexts. Home work, although unpaid, like volunteering work, should 

merit highly. If the home is not given high value, men will not be 

attracted to share work there; resented inequality will be 

compounded. 

 

Self-esteem, confidence and certainty can be based on the same list 

and objectivity. The ultimate assessment is what a person is capable 

of, given the person's history of actions and experience. Common 

agreement is the basis of a society's organisation and human 

relationships; people can be given their due by reference to relative 

lists, and by social agreement, yet the contemporary merit process is 

about fear of truth for gain or power. 
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KITTENS 
Peter Cartwright 
 
He runs like a tiny black and white rabbit, 
his little round body bouncing up and down 

like a rogue eight ball escaping 

the table and clattering about the room. 

But unlike the eight ball 

and the witnesses to this carelessness 

he does so in silence, 

one moment standing on the arm  

of my desk chair, 

the next swinging on the towel 

hanging on the airer to dry. 

He's hiding now, just around the corner 

from his brother, 

crouched to attack as he passes. 

They roll together silently 

grappling, like miniature wrestlers 

with no surrender or retreat 

in the attempt to get 

that familiar upper hand. 
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BASTILLE DAY 
Belinda Curby 
 
France crushed once again 

By the evil kiss of terrorism 

As celebrations are brought to a stand still 

On this national day 
 

People enjoying the fireworks 

Upon the beach in Nice 

As the crowds are mowed down 

Twenty-five tons of white truck 

Wiping out children at candy stalls 

As parents dive to protect their children 
 

Struck like bowling pins 

As it zigs zags its way 

From the road to the footpath 

Down the boulevard 

Ploughing into crowds of people 

At high speed 
 

Chairs and Umbrellas 

Fly through the air 

Like deadly weapons 

Wounding people 
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As they run for their lives 

Death greets them with open arms 

Bodies strewn like spaghetti 

In baths of blood 

As scary screams 

Drown out the fireworks 
 

Hearts race out of beat 

As fear engulfs them 

Some hide behind bins 

As terror embraces them 

Trying to find safety 

As they fight for their lives 

Chaos rules the streets 
 

The next day people huddle in cafés 

Amongst the debris 

Like nothing had occurred 

Letting terrorism know once again 

That no matter how hard they try 

France won’t be beaten 
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Photograph: Sue Chamoun 
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SONNET FOR THE GREATEST GIFT 
Danny Draper 
 
A thread continuous and infinite  

Entwining all life as only it could, 

A substance of actions indefinite 

Fragments connecting if only they would. 

Circuits of energy to live or die 

Willing sacrifice to the greater good, 

Forgo last water for seeds as they lie  

Invisible strings to things that well should. 

It binds and frustrates until it ensnares  

Tangled deniers unsure to reject, 

Weaving probable till no one compares 

To certain fabric of care and respect. 

Always intangible, pain or pleasure, 

Never will there be, a greater treasure.  
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THE STONE WAVES 

Mihaela Cristescu 

 

When they laughed 

along the shore, 

pencils wrote a vague response 

to the stone waves. 
 

An inevitable ship 

requested for the trip to the bottom of the sea 

could not be altered 

from hard to soft – 

drain thin cloth for the next weekend wish, 

sudden pipe dreams. 
 

No distance 

in the water of gems. 

Boats flashing the facts 

in areas of joy 

acted 

when they laughed 

along the stone waves. 
 

Beneath. 
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THE TEA PLANTATION 
Mihaela Cristescu 
 
On the streets of the tea plantation 

fire is commencing in transparent brown 

every cord 

and every strong wish 

to be fought. 

 

Much too strong 

the liquid aroma in the fireplace 

plugged into the muscle  

beating along the path. 
 

Candle light on those streets 

adorned with their own leaves, 

and connected to the image of the individual classic character. 
 

Play now 

a rumour caught in the taste of tea, 

the cup which will end in the pottery house 
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WHITE NOISE 

Chris Broadribb  

 

The instructions are deceptively simple. A person, an animal, 

something white and something cold. Anyone can write a 500 word 

short story about them, right? Although I don’t need to call it a “short” 

story; obviously it’s short. Get a grip. Write. Right. (Rite?) 

 

The person is the protagonist, of course, and she or he should meet an 

animal. Although some stories have a talking animal protagonist who 

meets a person. Wait a minute, since every story has a protagonist, 

shouldn’t the person and animal be additional characters? Otherwise, 

it would be stating the obvious, like saying that the story should have a 

title. 

 

Oh no, the top of my page is blank; what shall I call it? I haven’t even 

decided what it will be about yet. Once I have, I’ll think of a title.  

(Won’t I?)  But maybe a title would give me ideas for the story. I could 

just call it “Something white etc.” like some people do, but that’s 

uninspired. Or should I leave the top blank and hope that the 

competition judge interprets it as a statement on the impossibility of 

labelling stories? No, that’s trying to be too clever. 

 

OK, I’m halfway down the page now; no title, no person or animal, 

nothing cold, nothing white except for the rest of this paper and it 

won’t be once I’ve written on it. Anyway, the judge will get tired of 

reading stories about white pages. Or cold weather. What else is cold?  

Sometimes people use figures of speech: cold feet, a cold stare, cold 

eyes. That’s more creative, but does it meet the requirements? 

The only animals I see are cats, and everyone uses them, except for 

when they use dogs. What can I use that’s more original? (Why can’t I 
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stop using the word ‘use’?) There was a cockroach in the bathroom, at 

least, I assume there was, because one of my cats was stalking 

something in the corner. I didn’t see it myself. (The cockroach, that is.  

I saw the cat.) Does the story have to be about a real animal, or can it 

be an imaginary one? Someone wrote about an elephant once; I doubt 

that it was real, unless she lived near a zoo. Come to think of it, wasn’t 

it pink or purple, in which case, not even then. 

 

Would an animal simile or metaphor count? “My mind is as slow as a 

tortoise when I try to think of story ideas.” “I’m a slow, heavy bear, just 

woken up from hibernation.” Oh, who am I kidding? Those aren’t very 

good. I don’t do similes or metaphors. 

 

Why bother entering the competition at all? I’ve got no chance of 

winning. Even if I do resolve the person/animal/white/cold dilemma, I 

can’t write innovative, beautiful, literary stories like some writers can.  

Why would a judge like mine? Wait a minute, I AM the judge! That’s 

how I know what sorts of stories other people enter. Good grief, I’m 

entering my own competition… 
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FRIENDS 

Carol Amos 
 

Saturday.  

No school today! But am bored and don’t want to stay at home with 

Mum ‘n Nan. George has gone to work and I don’t know where Pa is. 

‘Going out, Mum!’  

I don’t wait for her to say, where are you going, in this place there’s 

nowhere much to go. I let the gate slam behind me and head up the 

dusty road away from town towards the old cemetery. Some of the 

boys say there are ghosts – I reck’n they’re just trying to scare me. 

‘So who are you?’ 

‘Shit! You shouldn’t jump out like that.’ 

‘Why not?’ 

‘Cause I might have hit you. I don’t hit girls.’ 

‘What makes you think I’m a girl?’ 

To be honest I’m not sure. She sort of looks like a girl with long curly 

hair, but some boys have long hair. I shrug. ‘Don’t care what you are. 

You still shouldn’t jump out like that.’ 

She laughs. ‘I’m older than you think. You want to come to a party?’ 

‘No!’ 

‘Why not? I think you would like meeting the others.’ 

‘Others?’ 

‘Yes – there’s Joe and Abby. Frank, Doris and Lionel.’ 

‘Are they all in fancy dress like you?’ 

She stares at me, like I’m a bit crazy. Shrugs and starts walking away. 

‘Wait! Wait.’ 

‘Why? I don’t like people who are rude.’ 

‘Rude? How was I rude?’ 

She sighs. ‘It doesn’t matter. I’m used to people being rude to me.’ She 

looks like she’s going to cry.  
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‘Here’s my hankie. It’s clean.’ 

‘Thanks.’  I thought she would have a polite sniffle, but instead she 

does a big mannish blow. ‘Wow. That was rather loud.’ 

‘Only way to clear the nose.’ 

I start to think that maybe she is a boy. Puzzling. ‘So what’s yer name?’ 

‘Guess.’ Fell into that one. Could really insult her now.  

‘No you guess my name first.’ 

‘Too easy. William Mills.’ 

‘How the hell do you know that?’ 

‘And I know where you live.’ 

‘You been spying on me?’ 

‘Of course. We all check out the newcomers. Wonder when they’ll 

visit.’ 

‘I was just walking up to the cemetery.’  

‘Exactly.’ 

This is creepy. I feel a shiver down my spine. Is she real? She used my 

hankie but there was something strange about the way she took it. 

‘Can I touch you?’ 

‘No!’ She backs away from me. ‘I thought you knew?’ 

‘Knew what?’ 

‘Didn’t the boys tell you?’ 

‘Boys. The ones at school?’ 

‘Them.’ 

‘Something about ghosts in the cemetery.’ 

‘You didn’t believe them?’ 

‘No.’ 

She smiles. Beckons me to follow her up the road. I know where we 

are going but I feel calm. She crosses to a small tombstone. 

‘This is yours?’ 

She nods. 

‘Nice to meet you.    Janet.’ 
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GALLERY HIGHLIGHTS 2016 
ZINEWEST PRINT ZINE WINNERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Yummna Kasab receiving 1st prize from Julie Owen MP, Luke Carman, Judge,  

on right. From left, Carol Amos (NWG Pres) Anne Benjamin (2
nd

 Prize) and Sue 

Chamoun, highly commended. Other winners unable to attend were Mihaela 

Cristescu (3
rd

) and Majidi Warda and Oliver Jacques, both highly commended. 

Julie Owen MP 

congratulates Geoff 

Sellman - Best Image 

Award. Runner-up was 

fayroze. 

Photos: Justine Youssef 
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ZINEWEST WORD WINNERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

ZW16 Open Mic: Sue Crawford, ZW Ed., Peter Cartwright 

(runner up) Robert Dunn (winner) Adam Marsden (MC) and 

Carol Amos, President NWG 

ZW16 Spoken Word: Sue Crawford, ZW Ed., Akshay 

Chougaonka  (runner-up) Kayote (winner) Adam Marsden 

(MC )and Carol Amos, President NWG.  Photos: J. Wrightson 
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NWG GUEST TUTORS in 2016 

 

Kate Forsyth 

                     Narelle Adams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mel Jacob 

 

        AND SPECIAL THANKS TO: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sophia Kouyoumdjian – 

Art Judge for ZW16 

 

Luke Carman – 

Writing Judge for ZW16 

 –  

 


